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Abstract—This paper presents the design of a start up power
circuit for a control power supply (CPS) which feeds power to the
sub-systems of High Power Converters (HPC). The sub-systems
such as gate drive card, annunciation card, protection and delay
card etc; needs to be provided power for the operation of a
HPC. The control power supply (CPS) is designed to operate
over a wide range of input voltage from 90Vac to 270Vac. The
CPS output supplies power at a desired voltage of Vout=24V to
the auxiliary sub-systems of the HPC. During the starting, the
power supply to the control circuitry of CPS in turn, is obtained
using a separate start-up power supply. This paper discusses the
various design issues of the start-up power circuit to ensure that
start-up and shut down of the CPS occurs reliably. The CPS also
maintains the power factor close to unity and low total harmonic
distortion in input current. The paper also provides design details
of gate drive circuits employed for the CPS as well as the design
of on-board power supply for the CPS.
Index terms: control power supply, start-up power supply, DSFC,
pre-regulator

I. INTRODUCTION

High Power Converters (HPC) play key role in industrial
growth and are used in power quality, drive applications etc.
To perform their task, HPC require robust control sub-systems
like gate drive card, dead-time creation and protection unit of
the converter, annunciation of converter status, voltage and
current sensing cards etc. These sub-systems need power at
specified voltage to perform their task. The performance of
these HPC sub-systems also depends on the reliable start-
up and shut down of the CPS. The block diagram showing
the relation between HPC, CPS and start-up is as shown in
Fig. 1. Reference [1] compares various start-up power circuit
topologies for different voltage levels. A simple, modified
version of the start-up circuit proposed in [1], is considered in
this paper. The number of circuit components of the start-up
circuit proposed in this paper is relatively low because features
such as the auto-restart is not necessary in the CPS of a HPC.
The paper also analyzes the working of the start-up power
circuit during shut down period. Based on the performance of
the start-up circuit during shut-down period, few modifications
to the topology considered are suggested. The various design
issues of the gate drive circuits and on-board power supply
which powers the control circuit of the CPS during steady
operating state are also discussed in this paper.
It should be noted that the input to the CPS should be AC

rather than from DC source such as DC bus of a HPC. This
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Fig. 1. Role of start-up circuit and CPS in a HPC operation.

is because the working of afore-mentioned subsystems of a
HPC (such as protection and dead time generation circuit) is
essential during the process of energizing the DC bus of HPC
which is not possible if the input to the CPS is DC bus of a
HPC.
The CPS consists of two parts: 1) Pre-regulator stage and
2) Isolated dc-dc converter which are shown in Fig. 2. The
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Fig. 2. Schematic of a control power supply used in the HPC.

region inside dashed line shows the configuration of the
CPS considered for a 250KV A, 415V , 50Hz, 3φ converter
switching at fswitching=10KHz. The control circuit power
requirement of one such high power HPC is estimated to be
about ∼ 80W [2]. The total power consumed by the control
cards of one such HPC is given in Table. I. The CPS is
designed to handle the control power requirements of two such
HPCs along with energy storage charging. Hence the CPS is
designed to handle 250W power at 24V . The variation in Vin
is taken from 90Vac to 270Vac.
The organization of the paper is as follows: The choice of

topologies for pre-regulator and isolated dc-dc converter are
briefly discussed in section II. The brief outline of the control
system design for pre-regulator and isolated dc-dc converter
is discussed in section III. The detailed design of start-up
power supply, details of gate-drive circuit, on-board power
supply are provided in section IV. The experimental results



TABLE I
POWER CONSUMED BY THE INVERTER CONTROL CARDS.

Inverter Card Currents drawn(A) Power(W)
+15V -15V 5V

Annunciation card 0.052 0.005 1.71W
Voltage sensing cards(AC+DC) 0.238 0.033 8.13W
Current sensing cards(4) 0.736 11.04W
PD card 0.122 0.066 0.504 10.64W
DSP card 0.1 0.1 1.5 10W
Gate drive cards(6) 3 45W
Total Power 78 W

on pre-regulator and isolated dc-dc converter along with the
functioning of start-up power circuit under various loading and
line voltage conditions are discussed in section IV.

II. DESCRIPTION OF CIRCUIT TOPOLOGY

The circuit consists of two stages: 1) pre-regulator stage
and 2) isolated dc-dc converter stage. The circuit topologies
as well as the choice of the same is described in detail in the
following subsections.

A. Topology for pre-regulator
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Fig. 3. Circuit diagram of pre-regulator stage of the CPS.

Rectification is required as the available power is ac, but
the required output is dc. For rectification, 1φ diode bridge
followed by capacitor filter can be used as output power re-
quirement is low. But, it will draw peaky non-sinusoid current
with substantial harmonic content from supply, resulting in
poor power factor. IEEE − 519 gives the maximum limits
for the harmonic content in the line frequency [3]. So, 1φ
diode bridge is followed by boost stage to meet the power
factor standards by ensuring the unity power factor operation
of rectifier. A boost stage is chosen for current shaping as it’s
input current is continuous and hence it requires less filtering
at the input. Fig. 3 is the circuit of the pre-regulator stage. By
controlling the duty cycle of switch Sb, inductor current can
be shaped as rectified sine.
The function of diode D5 is to avoid voltage doubling at
Cint due to Lb − Cint oscillations by bypassing the inductor
Lb during start-up. Under normal operating condition with
|vin| < Vint, D5 is in reverse bias and does not affect the
boost operation.

B. Topology for isolated dc-dc converter

For isolated dc-dc converter a Double Switch Forward Con-
verter (DSFC) is chosen under nominal conditions Vint=400V
and V0=24V . Fig. 4 is the circuit of the double switch forward
converter. Both switches S1 and S2 gets same PWM signals.
The advantages of DSFC are discussed in [4]. The switching
frequency for switches S1 and S2 are chosen to be 120kHz
to obtain a compact design.

Fig. 4. Circuit diagram of double switch forward converter.

III. CONTROL DESIGN FOR CIRCUIT

This section presents the brief overview of control system
design incorporated in boost pre-regulator and DSFC.

A. Pre-regulator control design

Fig. 5. Average current mode control based UPF rectifier.

Fig. 5 shows the control structure of average current mode
control based UPF rectifier. For UPF rectifier control, a
dedicated IC UC3854AN from Texas Instruments has been
chosen, which works on average current mode control [5].
The controller has a inner current loop and outer voltage
loop. Average current mode control is used for inner current
loop. The voltage loop is designed using the method suggested
in [6].



B. DSFC control design

IC UC3844 which uses peak current control as it’s inner
loop with an outer output voltage control loop is used for
controlling the DSFC [5]. The advantages of peak current
control is explained in [7]. For transferring the output volt-
age information across isolation boundary, IC UC3901 from
Unitrode based on amplitude modulation, along with a small
toroidal transformer for electrical isolation is used. For ex-
tracting information on the secondary side of the HF signal
transformer, a peak detector circuit is used as shown in Fig. 6.
The output voltage is regulated in the outer loop by controlling
peak current in the inner loop. The power circuit components
of DSFC are:
Co=1320µF , Rs=0.45Ω, Lo=80µH , n=6, RESR=0.064Ω,
RLC o= 1

2π52 , RESRC o= 1
2π1.9k .
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Fig. 6. Closed loop control structure of DSFC.

IV. DESIGN OF GATE DRIVE AND START-UP POWER SUPPLY

This section gives a detailed description of gate drive circuit
employed and start-up power supply for CPS’s control circuit
along with on-board power supply.

A. Design of gate drive circuit

The design of gate-drive circuits for both pre-regulator and
DSFC circuits are explained in this subsection.

1) Gate drive circuit for pre-regulator: A simple gate
resistance based drive is chosen for driving boost MOSFET Sb.
A gate resistance of 15Ω during turn ON and gate resistance
of 10Ω during turn OFF is chosen, which gets PWM from
control IC UC3854 of pre-regulator. A zener diode Z1 across
gate-source of MOSFET Sb is used to clip gate voltage within
limit. RCD Turn OFF snubber circuit is used to limit dVdt across
switch during turn OFF period. The gate-drive circuit for boost
converter switch Sb of pre-regulator circuit is as shown in
Fig. 7. The part numbers of various components used in boost
gate drive circuit are tabulated in Table. II.

TABLE II
DESIGN VALUES FOR PRE-REGULATOR GATE DRIVE CIRCUIT.

Reference Part number/Value
Ron, Roff , Rsb 15Ω, 10Ω, 400Ω

Don, Doff , Dsnb, Z1 1N5819, 1N5819, MUR160, 18.1Vz
Sb (Mosfet) IRF840 (VDS=400V , Iavg=8A)
Csb 100pF
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Fig. 7. Gate drive circuit and snubber circuit of the boost pre-regulator stage.

2) Gate drive circuit for DSFC: A transformer based gate
drive circuit is used in the DSFC as a high side drive is
required. Due to operation at high frequency and because duty
ratio is limited to 50%, drive transformer design is quite simple
as shown in Fig. 8. A forward converter utilizing a transformer
with reset winding and with two secondaries is used in the gate
drive circuit. The transformer primary is driven by transistor
Q1 as shown in Fig. 8. Rb q1 provides steady state base
current, while C1 and R1 is used to provide surge current
during turn ON and OFF of Q1. A gate resistance of 12Ω is
used during turn ON, while PNP based turn OFF circuit is
used. A zener across gate-source of MOSFET is used to clip
gate voltage within limit. RCD Turn OFF snubber is used to
limit dV

dt across switch during turn OFF.
TABLE III

DESIGN VALUES FOR DSFC GATE DRIVE CIRCUIT.

Reference Part number/Value
R1,Rsb,Rg on1,Rg on2,Rb q2,R′

b q2,
Rg off1,Rg off2,Rsn off1,Rsn off2,
Rsn sec1, Rsn sec2

1MΩ, 1.5MΩ, 12Ω, 12Ω, 1kΩ,
1kΩ, 2.7kΩ, 2.7kΩ, 400Ω, 400Ω,
100Ω, 100Ω

C1, Csn off1, Csn off2, Csn sec1,
Csn sec2, C0

47µF , 100pF , 100pF , 470pF ,
470pF , 1320µF (330µF × 4)

Don1, Don2, Dsn off1, Dsn off2,
D1s, D2s, Dobps, Z11, Z12

IN5819, IN5819, MUR160,
MUR160, MBR20020CT,
MBR20020CT, MUR160, 18Vz ,
18Vz

Q2, Q2′, Q1, S1, S2 2N2906, 2N2906, 2N2906, IRF840,
IRF840 (VDS=400V , Iavg=8A)

B. On board power supply and start-up circuit

In this subsection, the operation of pre-regulator and isolated
dc-dc converter during start-up is explained. The role of
start-up power circuit as well as on-board power supply is
also discussed. The design procedure for the on-board power
supply and start-up power circuit is provided.
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Fig. 9. Schematic diagram of start-up power circuit of the CPS.
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1) Circuit operation during start-up: In Fig. 9, start-up
power circuit is shown. It should be noted that the control
ICs in Fig. 9 refers to UC3854, UC3844, UC3901. The output
voltage of pre-regulator circuit (Vint) during start-up, would
be charged initially to Vin

√
2. This is because, during start-

up neither the pre-regulator nor the isolated dc-dc converter
works, since there is no power to the control circuit board. It
should also be noted that, the power to the control circuit board
for the pre-regulator as well as isolated dc-dc converter is
generated from Vobps which is obtained from tertiary winding
of the HF transformer of DSFC as shown in Fig. 8. Hence a
surge diode (D5) as shown in Fig. 3 is used which charges
the Cint during start-up period to Vin

√
2, without Lb − Cint

resonant overshoot. Once both the ICs (UC3844 and UC3854)
starts working based on Vint due to start-up circuit operation,
the closed loop control of Vint begins and Cint is charged
from Vin

√
2 to 400V (Vref ) and is maintained at that voltage.

In the absence of power from on-board power supply during
starting, voltage at Cap is built by charging of Cap through
high voltage Vint with resistance Rst lmt to limit the current
as seen from Fig. 9. MOSFET Sst is turned on initially by
providing biasing voltage through Rsb1 and Rsb2. A zener
diode Z1 across Cap is used to clip the voltage Vcon. After
on-board power supply is available, MOSFET Sst is turned
off by turning on switch Qsoff , which will make gate-
source voltage across Sst negative. The turning-off of Sst
is necessary because, it would otherwise result in increased
loss in resistance Rst lmt. Qsoff is turned on by using on-
board power supply as biasing voltage. Resistance Rr is used
to reduce voltage Vrelay to ∼ 12V from partially regulated
voltage Vobps.

2) Design of start-up power circuit: The power to con-
trol ICs of pre-regulator, isolated dc-dc converter and relay
(UC3854 and UC3844) during starting period is taken care by
start-up power circuit shown in Fig. 9. For supplying power
to control ICs under steady operating conditions, an on-board

power supply is built, which uses a tertiary winding to the
HF transformer of isolated dc-dc converter connected in fly-
back mode as shown in Fig. 8. Maximum output voltage of
on-board power supply under no-load conditions is given as:

Vobps =
N3

N1
Vint (1)

Under no-load Vobps=25V , with Vint=400V and N1=54, N3

is 3.4 ∼ 4, which will result in no-load Vobps=30V . Hence,
Dobps diode is selected MUR110 with voltage rating of 100V
and current rating of 1A and Cobps is selected as 22µF .
Control ICs (UC3854 and UC3844) and gate drive circuit
requires ∼ 70mA. Also, turn on voltage of UC3844 which
is the control IC of isolated dc-dc converter is 16V from off
condition, while 10V is IC’s turn off voltage. So, capacitor
Cap is chosen based on 2.

Cap =
2Pcontstarting

(V 2
i − V 2

f )
(2)

where Pcon is the control IC power, tstarting is the time from
system starting upto on-board power supply become active, Vi
is turn on voltage of IC from off condition (16.8V ) and Vf is
IC turn off voltage (10.5V ) [5].
Hence, for tstarting = 20ms, Cap is obtained as:

Cap =
2 ∗ (0.07 ∗ 16) ∗ 0.02

(162 − 102)
∼ 300µF (3)

Hence, Cap is chosen as 420µF . Rst lmt is selected as 4.7kΩ,
which will require around 0.35sec for Vcon to rise from 0V
to 16V during starting at low line voltage (Vin=90Vrms).
Hence, Rsb1 is selected as 1.5MΩ. For VRsb2

to be ∼ 3.5V at
Vint ∼ 120V (low line), it is required for Rsb2 to be ∼ 42kΩ.
At high voltage (Vin=265Vrms), VRsb2

is found to be ∼ 14V .
Rbe off is chosen to be 10kΩ. For VRbe off

∼ 0.6V at
Vobps ∼ 10V , it is required for Rb off to be ∼ 180kΩ.
MOSFET IRF820 is selected as switch Sst having voltage
rating 500V and continuous current rating 2.5A, while switch



Qsoff is selected as BJT 2n2222 having voltage rating 40V
and maximum current rating 800mA.

During start up conditions, the circuit is prone to high
TABLE IV

DESIGN VALUES FOR START-UP POWER CIRCUIT.

Reference Part number/Value
Rsb1, Rsb2, Rboff , Rbeoff ,
Rst lmt, Rz1, Rr , Rcurr lmt

1.5MΩ, 42kΩ, 180kΩ, 10kΩ, 4.7kΩ,
68kΩ, 150Ω, 5Ω [10Ω || 10Ω]

Cap, Cobps 420µF, 22µF
Qsoff , Sst 1N2222, IRF820 (VDS=400V , Iavg=5A)
Z1, D1 18.1Vz , 1N4148

inrush currents. In order to limit these high in-rush currents,
resistance Rcurr lmt is employed. But once the circuit transits
into steady state, this resistance have to be bypassed in order
to prevent the losses. Hence a relay is used in parallel to the
resistance Rcurr lmt based on Vrelay shown in Fig. 9, which
would bypass Rcurr lmt. During normal operating conditions,
control voltage Vcon is also maintained by on-board power
supply (Vobps) using zener based regulated supply.
Overall, the entire starting procedure can be summarized based
on the following sequence:

• After energizing the circuit, the Vint is initially charged
to Vin

√
2 through diode D5.

• The start-up power circuit based on Vint charges Cap
through Rst lmt. When Vcon charges beyond ICs’ thresh-
old voltage (16V for UC3854 and 16.5V for UC3844),
DSFC starts working.

• With DSFC working, Vobps turns off the start-up circuit
using BJT Qso.

• The prescence of Vobps results in relay closure, since
Vrelay is dependent on Vobps. Also Vobps starts supplying
required power to all control ICs.

• Once both the ICs starts functioning, the Vint also starts
charging from Vint

√
2 to Vref = 400V . Hence the circuit

transits into steady operating state.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

This section presents the experimental results for the op-
eration of pre-regulator, isolated dc-dc converter and start-up
power circuit under several load and line conditions. The role
of start-up power circuit on shut-down of CPS is also presented
and analyzed based on experimental results obtained.

A. Performance of pre-regulator and isolated dc-dc converter

Fig. 10 presents the working of pre-regulator and iso-
lated dc-dc converter during steady operating conditions. For
Fig. 10(a), the readings are taken at Vin = 90Vac and with
50W output load. For Fig. 10(b), the readings are taken
at Vin = 265Vac with 220W output resistive load. From
Fig. 10(b), it can be seen that the output voltage of the
pre-regulator is maintained at 397V . Also it can be seen in
Fig. 10(a), that the input current Iin and Vin are in perfect
UPF operating condition.

(a)

(b)
Fig. 10. Waveforms during steady state of the pre-regulator and
DSFC: a) Waveforms for 90Vac and 50W load b) Waveforms for 265Vac
and 220W load. Ch.1: V0 20V/div., Ch.2: iin 2A/div., Ch.3: Vcon 5V/div.,
Ch.4: Vint 100V/div., time scale 100ms/div.

B. Performance of the start-up power circuit

In this subsection, the performance of the start-up power
circuit is presented in Fig. 11 during the starting period for
various load and line conditions. Fig. 11(a) and Fig. 12(a) read-
ings are taken during starting period and shut down period for
Vin ∼ 90Vac with ∼ 50W output load respectively. Fig. 11(b)
readings are taken during starting period for Vin ∼ 265Vac
with ∼ 220W output load. Tests were also carried out at 90Vac
with higher loads and 265Vac for lighter loads and results for
start-up performance are found to be satisfactory.

1) During starting period: In Fig. 11(a) and Fig. 11(b),
at instant a, input voltage is applied, inrush current flows in
the circuit to charge the Vint upto peak value of Vin. Inrush
current is limited by resistance Rcurr lmt1 and Rcurr lmt2

combination. Vcon starts building by charging through Rst lmt

from Vint, which in starting is at Vin(peak). At instant b,
Vcon reaches to ∼ 16V , at which pre regulator control IC
starts and time taken to charge from 0V to 16V is around
350ms, which is same as calculated one in Fig. 11(a). It
can be observed that for Fig. 11(b), the time taken to charge
from 0V to 16V is much lesser, which is generally around
150ms. Hence this delay will be maximum at low line input



condition. At instant c, Vcon reaches to ∼ 16.5V , at which
isolated dc-dc converter control starts. After instant c, Vcon
starts decreasing due to supplying power to control IC’s. It
can be noted that output voltage charges upto ∼ 20V after
starting of DSFC control. The reason behind that the soft
start feature involve in pre regulator control IC and Vint
reaches upto ∼ 300V and soft start nature of Vint can be
seen in the output voltage between instant c and instant d. In
Fig. 11(a), after instant d under normal operating condition,
Vcon is being supplied through on board power supply. Hence,
the experimental results corresponds to the criteria according
to which the design of on board power supply, gate drive
circuits and start up circuit of the CPS has been performed.

(a)

(b)
Fig. 11. Waveforms during starting of pre-regulator and DSFC: a) Waveforms
for 90Vac and 50W load b) Waveforms for 265Vac and 220W load. Ch.1: V0
20V/div., Ch.2: iin 5A/div., Ch.3: Vcon 5V/div., Ch.4: Vint 100V/div., time
scale 100ms/div.

2) During shut-down period: Fig. 12(a) gives the dynamics
of start-up power circuit during shut-down period. At the
instant a, when the shut-down is initiated, the DSFC duty
ratio varies accordingly to maintain the V0 at 24V . During
this period, the Vobps as shown in Fig. 8 reduces because of
Vint reduction, resulting in Vcon reduction. Once the Vcon is
below 10V at b, the pre-regulator IC (UC3854) and DSFC
control IC (UC3844) turns off. It should be noted that the
Vint is still a large value (∼ 250V ). This results in activation

of start-up power circuit again and charging of Vcon to 16V .
When Vcon charges to 16V , Vobps comes into play, which
results in discharge of Vcon once again. This process continues
in cycle until Vint discharges below a point (here instant e)
where start-up power circuit does not work. Hence this also
results in continuous operation of relay as seen in Fig. 12.

Fig. 12. Waveform during shut down of pre Regulator and
DSFC: Waveforms for 90Vac and 50W load without compensa-
tion. Ch.1: V0 10V/div., Ch.2: Iin 100V/div., Ch.3: Vcon 10V/div.,
Ch.4: Vint 10V/div., time scale 250ms/div.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

This paper aimed at developing the hardware and control
for start-up power circuit for a CPS with wide input variation.
The near unity power factor operation of CPS over a wide
input voltage variation for various loading conditions has
been observed. The design of the gate drive circuits for both
the pre-regulator and DSFC are provided. Also, the starting
procedure of CPS, design of start-up circuit and its advantages
are discussed in detail. The working of start-up power circuit
during shut down period is analyzed. The experimental results
also verify the design criteria of on board power supply, gate
drive circuits of pre-regulator, DSFC and start up circuit as
described earlier in the paper. Also the working of start-up
power circuit and on-board power supply for CPS is found
to be quite efficient under various loading and input line
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